Appendix VIII

MILLER WALL VOLLEY TEST
(Some Related PHOTOGRAPHS OF Inter Colligate Badminton Players from Both universities)

The Researcher is explaining about the Miller Wall Volley test to the Badminton Player’s.
The Researcher is giving information about the proforma for collection of Data for Ph.D. Research Work & circulating it.
Before serving the researcher
The Researcher demonstrating Miller Wall Volley Test
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The executing Miller Wall Volley Test
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The Player executing Miller Wall Volley Test
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The player executing Miller wall volley test
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The player executing Miller wall volley Test.
The Researcher is along with intercollegiate Badminton Players.
The Researcher is along with intercollegiate Badminton Players.
The Researcher along with her Badminton Guru Hon. Shri. A.A. Alias Papukaka Khan (Dronacharya of Badminton in Maharashtra)